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Basics of QCD
From J. Wambach (The Phase 
Diagram of Strongly Interacting 
Matter); 2006
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Specific aspects of QCD (wrt usual nucl. )
Binding E<<mc2

n-body problem

“Complicated” forces 
btwn nucleons

Agregates of moderate 
complexity

Binding E>>mc2

-body problem

“Simple” forces btwn quarks

Complicated agregates and 
effective dof (Q2 dependent)

pictorial realisticschematic
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QCD matter under extreme conditions

Naive view: larger temperature T (or larger baryonic density B)  larger hadronic density 
overlapping of individual hadrons  possible tunneling of single quarks: 

“…matter at densities higher 
than nuclear consists of a quark 
soup. The quarks become free 
at sufficiently high density.”
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Matter under extreme conditions
Smaller  at larger 
collider energies ?

Baryon 
rich

Baryon 
poor

(model)

(weak 
coupling)

(strong coupling => 
white hadrons)

Initial 
state

Final 
stateFrom J. Wambach (The Phase 

Diagram of Strongly Interacting 
Matter); 2006



Investigating the Quark Gluon Plasma, why ?
Possible interests (intrinsic & extrinsic) of QGP study:
 One of the strongest coupled many-body system (new 

techniques, new concepts)  Challenging per se
 Could help in understanding some aspects of confinement 
 Ingredient of the astrophysical “standard model”
 It has probably been (re)created in earth during the last decade 

thanks to URHIC: it EXISTS and should be characterized!

Ultra-Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions 
Schematic view I (URQMD): Schematic view II (time – long. direction)

Since mid-80’s  now (AGS, SPS, RHIC, LHC): more and more energy deposit in the 
central overlapping region.

Initial HI z

t

Central 
region

One of the smallest 
macroscopic system 
(100 fm3) surviving 
for a couple of fm/c 
only.
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One system, many questions

I. Does the system created in central region reach and maintain equilibrium long 
enough to be understood in terms of a quasi-stationnary state ?

Hadro-chemistry as a thermometer (# and spectra):
P. Braun-Munzinger & J. Wambach (arXiv:0801.4256)

T(t)

Experiments seem to reveal the freeze-out horizon, i.e. the frontier between a 
hadron gas and a state “beyond” 

(more energy)

One recovers the 
naïve view
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Naïve idea (80’s-90’s): s(T>>QCD)<<1 => gas of non interacting 

partons (pot. Energy ≈ s(T) << T: kin. Energy) => SB law

QGP at large T (naïve pQGP) 

Partition function of quantum system:

For bosons with d internal dof (): 

When T>>m

For fermions with d internal dof (): 
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Naïve pQGP

with dQGP=37 for Nf=2

On the top of some “perturbative” vacuum |0>
(no condensates)
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Naïve pQGP
MIT Bag model of hadrons: 

|0>

|>

Pressure from  |>  |0>: B ≈ (220 MeV)4.
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Naïve pQGP

with dQGP=37 for Nf=2

To be compared with a 
pion gas: 

with d=3
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Naïve pQGP

Equilibrium 
condition: 

p

T
B

Pion Gas QGP

B



T

1rst order phase 
transition

Similar picture 
for the entropy 

density s

Signature: 
Rapid 

increase of # 
of d.o.f.
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Rigorous formulation: QCD on the lattice

Motivation

Deconfinement and chiral restoration at finite (but not large) T

From Christian B. Lang (Lattice 
QCD for Pedestrians); 2008
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QCD on the lattice (=0)

Partition function

Can be expressed, in the Feynman path integral approach:

Finite T: Imaginary time 0 -> 1/T with periodic boundary conditions

where

Gauge invariance 
of the action under

With and

Eucl. Space-time
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QCD on the lattice (=0)

Going to the lattice (Wilson)

At each node: : Grassman
variable (4 x Nc x Nf )

x= y=

In continuous theory : Link

On the lattice: with

and

Change of dof for the 
gluonic fields

Spacing: a
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QCD on the lattice (=0)

Going to the lattice (Wilson)

In continuous theory :  is gauge invariant

On the lattice as

Simplest choice for   : plaquette
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QCD on the lattice (=0)

In practice:

 Lattice is also a method for regularisation
and renormalisation

 Fermionic fields are Grassman variables on 
the nodes: cannot be simulated (efficiently)

L

1/T

with numerical methods => integrate by hand and generate large dets’ on U

 Gauge invariant formulation, reproduces the continuum limit when a ->0 

 Evaluation of extra observables

 Evaluated thanks to Monte Carlo methods

Need to be Gauge invariant
(Wilson loop, Polyakov loop)
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QCD on the lattice (=0)

In practice:

 Fixing parameters (a(=6/g2), masses): compare with force at a fixed value r0
(quarkonium spectroscopy) and with the hadrons masses (a down to 0.05fm) 

 Need to go to the continuous limit (a->0) the thermodynamic limit (L∞) 
and the “chiral” limit (m=mexp)

Confirms the string picture

T=0
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significant deviations 
wrt SB at the highest 
T: collect. excitations ? 

Standard results from lQCD

From Borsányi et al., arXiv:1312.2193v1 (hep-lat)

One recovers the 
Hadron Resonance 
Gas EOS at small T

Not hep-nuc, not even hep-th
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Sound velocity 
does not vanish 
at the “transition”

Standard results from lQCD at =0

From Borsányi et al., arXiv:1312.2193v1 (hep-lat)

No 1rst order 
transition observed 
rather a crossover 

possible prescription: Tc  inflexion point

≈ 160 MeV
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Standard results from lQCD

Consistency checks:

≈ 20% residual uncertainty between various groups  

From Borsányi et al., QM 2012 
presentation &  arXiv:1312.2193v1 
(hep-lat)
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lQCD at finite 
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lQCD at finite 

Monte Carlo translates weight 
exp(−SE) into probability and fails if 
SE is not real.

From F. Karsch (Lattice 
results on the QCD critical 
point); Seattle 2008
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lQCD at finite 

Critical 
End point (CEP)

From F. Karsch (Lattice 
results on the QCD critical 
point); Seattle 2008
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Bulk thermodynamics for small q/T

Not the only one, 
inspiration from 

HG models
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Estimating the curvature of the crossover line

Szablocs Borsanyi (QM 2012)

Freeze out line (AA exp.) has 
larger curvature then crossover 
line  

Confirms that white hadrons stay 
in equilibrium during expansion ?
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EOS at finite 
Szablocs Borsanyi (QM 2012)
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Estimating the critical point (the end Taylor)

Stephanov (QM 2012)

From F. Karsch (Lattice 
results on the QCD critical 
point); Seattle 2008
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Estimating the critical point: contact with 
the experiments 

From F. Karsch (Lattice 
results on the QCD critical
point); Seattle 2008
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Estimating the critical point: contact with 
the experiments 

Stephanov (QM 2012)
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Less standard questions to lQCD

 Is it “weakly coupled” or “strongly coupled” ?

 Is it a gas or a fluid ?

 What about other properties (transport coefficients)

 Are there some effective degrees of freedom ?

 ….
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Weakly or Strongly ?
 Is it “weakly coupled” or “strongly coupled” ?

One should not be confused by the word “plasma” !!!

At RHIC (& LHC): discovery of large flows and large 
“jet quenching” => s(trong)QGP (?)

Elliptic flow  azimuthal 
anisotropy

Slides 34  38: Some 
elements  from W.A Zajc (The 
Quest for the QGP) QM 2012
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Weakly or Strongly ?
 Is it “weakly coupled” or “strongly coupled” ?

One should not be confused by the word “plasma” !!!

At RHIC (& LHC): discovery of large flows and large 
“jet quenching” => s(trong)QGP (?)
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Weakly or Strongly ?
 Is it “weakly coupled” or “strongly coupled” ?

On the particle level : strongly coupled 	large cross sections  	local	equilibration

On fluid dynamics level: large cross sections   “small” transport coefficients  
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Weakly or Strongly ?
 Is it “weakly coupled” or “strongly coupled” ?

 What about other properties (transport coefficients)

To what should we compare the shear viscosity to obtain some intrinsic number ? 

Navier-Stokes:

Diffusion term

Assume some velocity profile with variations on scale 1/T 

After some elementary time 1/T, relaxation is

/s “naturally” measured in units of 
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Weakly or Strongly ?
/s “naturally” measured in units of 

Bounds on /s ?

No upper bound from first principle: a system can be as weakly 
interacting s possible

Lower bound ?

with

+ uncertainty principle: 

Rigorous lower bound:
(in some strongly coupled YM ) 



Sunao Sakai et al.

hep-lat 0710.3625 
PoSLAT2007:221,2007
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Weakly or Strongly ? (lQCD viewpoint)
Actual values for QCD ?

NLO pQCD; P. Arnold, G.D. 
Moore and L.G. Yaffe, JHEP 
0305 (2003) 051.

Kubo-like relation
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Weakly or Strongly ?
In RHIC-LHC range

Alternate approach: experiment + 
fluid dynamics evolution 

A new paradigm has emerged
 Bulk QCD matter formed at RHIC 

& LHC is almost infinitely coupled
 Weak coupling techniques 

(pQCD) is unable to cope with it
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Can the deviations wrt SB 
observed at RHIC & LHC be due 
to collective excitations ? 

QGP at large T

Theory framework: QFT at finite T.

Partition function

Can be expressed, in the Feynman path integral approach:

Imaginary time 0 -> 1/T with periodic boundary conditions
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Large T limit (g=0)

QGP at large T

Discrete Matsubara sum 
due to periodic BC

Z0 factorizes in well-separated contributions

Technically: Fourier decomposition of the fields  

with

For instance  
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QGP at large T

differentiating wrt k

0-point energy
One indeed recovers the classical bosonic pressure with d=2(Nc

2-1)
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QGP at large T

Perturbation theory: 

O(g)+O(g2): +…

Then

Connected Feynman 
diagrams with n verticesSimilar structure to real-time Feynman 

path integrals

Example of diagrams 
contributing at order g2

No odd powers of g !
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QGP at large T
In the 80’s: some attempts to perform systematic calculations 
for various fundamental quantities (pressure, damping rates,…)

Lot of confusions as well as gauge-dependent results

Solution: Late 80’s, early 90’s (Braaten & Pisarski):  

Perturbation theory: 1 
quark loop  g2T2

If gluon 4-momentum k is of the order gT, then each term is of the 
same order as the previous ones

=> need ressummation (leads to collective mode of mass ≈ gT). 

So-called Hard Thermal Loop ressummation (Gauge invariant)
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QGP at large T
In the 90’s: systematic implementation of the HTL approach for the 
calculation of the pressure, up to order g6ln(g), in the “weak coupling” limit

P. B. Arnold and C.-X. Zhai, Phys. Rev. D 50 (1994), P. B. Arnold and C.-X. Zhai, Phys. Rev. D 51 (1995), E. 
Braaten and A. Nieto, Phys. Rev. Lett. 76 (1996) , E. Braaten and A. Nieto, Phys. Rev. D 53 (1996), C.-X. Zhai
and B. M. Kastening, Phys. Rev. D 52 (1995) , K. Kajantie, M. Laine, K. Rummukainen and Y. Schroder Phys. 
Rev. D 67 (2003)

: renormalization scale
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QGP at large T
However, this series seems to be of “asymptotic” nature (converges just around 

g=0)

Kraemmer & Rebhan (2004)

Additional problem: higher order terms are IR divergent (due to the unscreened 
magnetic modes in perturbative approaches) 
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QGP at large T
For values of the T achievable nowadays on earth, adding more and more terms 
simply leads to larger theoretical error bands !!! 

Kraemmer & Rebhan (2004)
lQCD

Need for further ressummations (early 2000’s, fi: Blaizot, Iancu & Rebhan) 
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QGP at large T
An example of a recent work in HTL perturbation theory  (J.O. Andersen et al, 2011) 

Strategy (main lines):

 Add (and substract) the HTL Lagrangian

 Perform expansion wrt  up to NNLO, and then set 

with
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QGP at large T

 Adopt a prescription for fixing the Debye mass mD and the dressed quark 
mass mq:

a) Variational method
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QGP at large T

 Adopt a prescription for fixing the Debye mass mD and the dressed quark 
mass mq:

b) mD=mE in Electrostatic QCD

Braaten & Nieto (1996)

Chosen by the authors. “…That being said 
without lattice data to compare with one 

would be hard pressed to favor one 
prescription over the other “

Significant 
NNLO 

contribution

Conclusion: possibility to describe lQCD for T>Tc with quasi-particle approach !!!



soft modes in real-time PT: HTL resummation for the gluon propagator:  
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QGP at large T: quasi-particles

= +

=

gT

and

T

with



Several interesting features:

 Debye screening

 Landau Damping (for space-like propagation)

 Collective modes (plasmons): poles of the HTL propagator  
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QGP at large T: quasi-particles

1/T

1/gT
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A less simplistic picture of the QG “P”
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A less simplistic picture of the QG “P”

Slow progress (no talk on 
viscosity in lattice 2012, 
lattice 2013) + « No go » 
for t-evolving systems

Models
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Models of QCD at finite T: Polyakov-NJL
From R. Marty, SQM 2013 (Nantes-Frankfurt collab.)

No gluon as dynamical dof, glue fields
in the P-loop ()
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Models of QCD at finite T: Dynamical Quasi-Particle

From R. Marty, SQM 2013 Idea from Peshier & Cassing (2000 ’s)
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Models of QCD at finite T: some results 
From R. Marty, SQM 2013
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Models of URHIC

BAMPS: Partonic transport using 22 and 23 
cross sections

NJL & pHSD: transport approaches
based on effective dof

Fluid dynamics with various initial conditions, 
EOS, freeze out prescriptions 

HSD, URQMD: Hadronic cascades
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Models of URHIC: The EPOS approach

Another 
aspect of 
nuclei
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Models of URHIC: The EPOS approach

QGP In p-Pb ?!
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Models of URHIC: The EPOS approach

Rapidity 
correlations as 
a reminiscence 
of the initial 
state
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Conclusions and Perspectives

Lively and ongoing debate on the interpretation of the 
hot and dense matter formed in URHIC and its various 
avatars

Even more interesting: is there a “simple” (quasi-particle 
like, AdS/CFT,…) way to understand the physical 
observables around Tc-2Tc ?

Need for further developments in lQCD and HTP-pT for 
more observables  

 (I tried to convince you that) QGP physics is both: 
nuclear physics, particle physics, hadronic physics, 
statistical physics, mathematical physics, still open for 
major discoveries…


